TIMELINE (#13E)
ORIGIN OF NEW GREENBUSH TAVERN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
This Timeline (#13E) is a chronological, follow-on to Timeline (#13A), Old Greenbush Tavern. It includes the time
period from the origin of the new tavern (1948 - 1949) through its Grand Opening in 1950. It does not include
any information on the new tavern from that time until it was sold by the Hechlik/Boyer partnership in July,
1969.
INTRODUCING MR. LEE BUCHANAN
Mr. Lee Buchanan was to become THE KEY PLAYER involved in the origin of the new Greenbush Tavern. He was
an elderly, distinguished-looking, very intelligent, and courtly gentleman. He easily stood out from our regular
customers. We learned the following facts about him:
1. Mr. Buchanan and his wife Yolanda had their primary residence at 7735 Ivanhoe Ave., La Jolla, California (the
high class neighborhood of San Diego). Their house was located less than half a mile from the Pacific Ocean.
Although it was a nice, small house, it did not compare to the many elegant houses in La Jolla. It was located
about 5 miles west of my house at 4192 Avati Dr. and I occasionally drove by it after I moved here in 1966. Many
years later the house was demolished and replaced by a much larger one.

Lee Buchanan's house; 7735 Ivanhoe Ave., La Jolla,
California

Lee Buchanan; La Jolla, California; Jan., 1953
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2. Mr. and Mrs. Buchanan also owned a luxurious house in Alden, Michigan, which was attended to by at least
one housekeeper. This exclusive area was located on the south shore of Torch Lake (near the west coast of
Michigan) about 130 miles from Greenbush.
3. They also owned an upscale hunter's cottage on the Pine River, located a few miles west of Mikado, Michigan,
and about 7 miles west of Greenbush. This cottage was situated on 160 acres of hunting property. During one
summer, Lee offered to sell this cottage and land to the Ed Hechlik family for the bargain price of $6,000.
Unfortunately, they were unable take advantage of his generous offer.
A LOAN FROM LEE
Our families first met Lee Buchanan when he was a patron at the OLD TAVERN during our first summer there in
1947. He, usually without his wife, visited the tavern frequently during the 1947 - 1949 summers. Lee and the 4
adults in our families became very friendly. In particular, he and Uncle Ed became exceptionally good friends.
Sometime during that period (and well before the devastating old tavern fire on 12/30/49), our families started
considering building a new tavern near the U.S.23 highway and overlooking Lake Huron. It was an obvious
choice since all the north-south automobile traffic traveled on that highway. The old tavern, although just one
block off this main drag, was well out-of-the-way. Lee Buchanan constantly encouraged them to build such a
tavern. As time progressed, our families became ever more serious about this idea. However, they couldn't
afford the start-up costs of buying the land, constructing a building, and other associated costs, including
converting the old tavern into housing for both families. Their shortfall was calculated to be about $30,000.
Finally, after many discussions and much planning, Lee Buchanan announced that HE WOULD LOAN the
partnership this amount of money to build a new tavern!! Our families could not believe our good fortune and
accepted his offer. In reality, Mr. Buchanan did not offer us a personal loan of $30,000. He did, however,
convince one of the local banks to lend us this amount of money when he put up the necessary collateral. Thus,
we actually received the loan from a local bank. [According to the Consumers Price Index (CPI), $30,000 (in 1949
dollars) has the same buying power as $301,600 in 2016.]
ONLY BY OBTAINING THIS LARGE LOAN, SECURED BY MR. BUCHANAN'S COLLATERAL, WAS THE PARTNERSHIP
ABLE TO PROCEED WITH THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEW GREENBUSH TAVERN!
NEW TAVERN CONSTRUCTION
A. MAJOR STRUCTURE
Preliminary work on the tavern started in late 1948 or early 1949. This included: locating the perfect site
between U.S.23 and Lake Huron, purchasing this land, obtaining an architect, detailed design and planning,
acquiring materials and equipment and a myriad of other jobs. No one in either of our families had any
experience in such a major and challenging job.
In the midst of all this work, we experienced the devastating fire at the old tavern on 12/30/49. Miraculously,
the old tavern was up and running the following day (New Year's Eve)! It remained operational throughout the
work on the new tavern. Thus for a period of about 5 months, our families were doing the back-breaking work
of creating a new business while continuing to run their old business out of a partially burned-down building!
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My dad, John Boyer, kept track of the
labor hours to construct the new
building in a small ledger entitled
"Weekly Time Book" in his minute,
meticulous handwriting. His ledger
recorded the hours expended each
day for each worker and the weekly
wages earned by each man. However,
he did not track the many hours
expended by himself and Uncle Ed.
His ledger shows the following:
1. Staking the foundation began on
10/31/49. The work continued for 16
weeks and ended on 2/18/50.

New Greenbush Tavern under construction, 12/20/49 (10 days
before the old tavern fire). Taken from highway U.S. 23 toward
Lake Huron

2. Ormand Reames was the job
foreman. Previously, Mr. Reames had
been employed as the chief sawyer at
Uncle John Kowalski's lumber mill, the Greenbush Wood Products. Mr. Reames worked on the tavern job
virtually every day of those 16 weeks except for Thanksgiving, Christmas, and some Sundays.
3. A total of 17 local residents helped us. The number of men employed varied from 3 to 13 per week.
4. In general, the work was part-time and ranged from a weekly low of 3 hours per man, to a rare
weekly high of 43 hours per man.
5. Most of the men were paid $1.00 per hour, although a very few were paid $2.00 per hour. The total recorded
labor cost (excluding Ed Hechlik and John Boyer) was 1,275 hours, which amounting to $2,054.00.

John Boyer in front of the tavern, 12/20/49

Ed Hechlik, Jo Boyer; Girders being installed atop
tavern; 12/29/49
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B. PICTURE WINDOW
A major feature of the new tavern was the huge picture window overlooking Lake Huron. This window, actually
comprised of four windows, was about 20 feet wide and 6 feet tall. The two large center windows, each about 8
feet wide, were made of double-pane glass separated by inert argon gas. This design prevented the windows
from "fogging up" regardless of indoor and outdoor weather conditions. The narrow window at each end could
be manually operated for better temperature control.
I was in awe (being 14 years old) when I first saw our beautiful picture window! Realizing that it was very
expensive, I asked my mom, "Are we going to insure it against breakage or any other kind of damage?"
She answered, "No, we're not going to insure the window because we can't afford the premium payments."
Obviously, our families had given serious thought to this exact question. I remember thinking to myself, "This
window is so large that it can't avoid being damaged!" Fortunately, no harm ever came to it in all the time
(nearly 20 years) that we owned the tavern.
C. TAVERN TRANSITION
Following completion of the major structure, work began on the interior and exterior of the building, creating
the parking lot and starting the landscaping. Within a few months, the transfer of equipment from the old to the
new tavern began. The old tavern had to remain operational throughout this process. Minor materials, fixtures,
some furniture and lesser equipment were the early transfers. Then the large and heavy equipment, such as
kitchen equipment, table shuffleboard, upright piano (mine, when we lived in Detroit), jukebox, and vending
machines were relocated. Finally, both taverns were closed for a 1 or 2-week transition period in May-June,
1950. Then the very expensive items such as cases of beer, wine, and especially liquor, were moved. All these
valuable assets had to be kept secure in one of the unoccupied tavern buildings during this transition.
GRAND OPENING
The new Greenbush Tavern actually opened for business about a
month before its Grand Opening. We hoped to start drawing
customers into our new establishment to compensate for the
chaotic months when one or both taverns were closed for building
or remodeling. The final transition of goods and the remaining
work was accomplished while the new tavern was doing business.
Our old customers quickly returned and began frequenting the
new tavern. Additionally, people who were traveling on highway
U.S.23 started dropping in. Previously, they had by-passed the
old tavern because it was a block off this main drag. Without
exception, our old and new patrons were pleased to have a new,
attractive, and clean tavern with an outstanding view of one of
the 5 Great Lakes.
One of our first customers was Lee Buchanan, who was quite
instrumental in the development of the new tavern! He was more Jo Boyer, Lee Buchanan, Blanche
than pleased with the results and happy that he had helped initiate Hechlik; June 29,1950
our new business.
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During this early period, we took out advertisements in the local newspapers to alert potential customers that
the new tavern was open. We also sent out individual invitations for the Grand Opening to our 'regulars.'
The Grand Opening of the new Greenbush Tavern, held on July 27, 1950, was a gala affair. It was well- decorated
and filled to capacity with old and new customers. My dad and Uncle Ed dressed as old-fashioned bartenders.
Many large flower bouquets and congratulations were received via newspaper, letters, and in person.
Mrs. Hanna Dotson, a local well-known baker, prepared a cake in the shape of the new tavern.
ALL THE TIME, EFFORT AND MONEY THAT OUR FAMILIES HAD INVESTED IN THE NEW TAVERN FINALLY SEEMED
WORTHWHILE!

Cake Shaped as Greenbush Tavern
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John Boyer & Ed Hechlik

Ed & Blanche Hechlik, Jo & John Boyer

New Greenbush Tavern; Grand Opening; July 27, 1950
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